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Inside this issue: 

GIVE ‘THE FOSSIL GUY’ A WELL DESERVED VOTE OF THANKS 

Bob O’Donnell ( The Fossil Guy) whom I have spoken to many times 

at our club meetings and at gem shows recently mentioned that he 

and the Arkona Lions were in the process of revamping the museum 

and info center at Rock Glen Conservation Area. The museum was 

always included as part of a days collecting at Hungry Hollow and 

the Ausable River. I usually breezed through the room because  poor lighting and 

tired old displays made it somewhat uninteresting. 

 Kathy and I decided to take a day trip to include Rock Glen at Arkona and Stones 

’N Bones in Sarnia. Our first stop at the Rock Glen museum took me by 

complete surprise when I entered the building. Gone were the dingy lights 

and cabinets. In their place were bright fluorescent fixtures, new display 

cases, freshly painted walls and new fossil additions. We also found Bob 

hard at work cataloging fossils with photos and specimen info and Dale the 

park supervisor there to greet visitors. Under Bob’s guidance the museum 

has become a real showplace for fossil collectors and anyone interested in 

native artifacts. Bob has more plans to add a mineral section, wall photos of  

specimen contributors and changing the artifact displays. I cannot thank 

Bob enough for his insight and hard work in this wonderful transformation 

of the museum. He deserves a vote of thanks and perhaps a donation for 

the museum from our club.                

(from your editor)                        ( New Crinoid with Platyceras on display) 

Dale and Bob with new display case containing a large restored native clay pot 
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GENERAL MEETING:  

Date:  Friday September 18, 2015      Time:  7:30 PM 

Where: TB Costain/SC Johnson Community Center, 16 Morrell St., 

Brantford, Ont. 

Program:  Not confirmed at print time (possibly David Leng a mining analyst) 

 

Remember to bring silent auction items. Auction sheets available in the library. There 

is no club percentage taken at the meeting auction so load up a table with your miner-

als, jewellery, etc. 

TREASURER:  2016 membership fees can be paid at any time. Fees paid in the fall months carry 

over until Dec. 31, 2016. 

FIELD TRIPS:  See page 7 for list of fieldtrips. 

 PROGRAM:  NOT CONFIRMED 

 WORKSHOP:  Our workshop is open Wednesdays from 1:00 to 4:00 pm only.   

2016 SHOW: Our Show Chair, Nathan Etherington has printed a show flyer which have been dis-

tributed to dealers at the Bancroft show. We need a theme to help with promotion of our show. 

CCFMS: Check Website for updates— http://www.ccfms.ca  

LIBRARY:  There are a few new additions to our library. I purchased ‘Van Nostrands’s Standard Catalog of Gems’ 

and ’The Beauty of Banded Agates’ from Sharon Behmann a former member who also kindly donated two books 

’Agates-Treasures of the Earth’ and ‘Within the Stone’. The volume of ‘Within the Stone’, gives a poetic view of 

scenes and patterns in polished rock faces. Remember to return books borrowed before the summer. Thank you. 

A FEW WORDS FROM THE PRESIDENT 

We can tell the summer is almost over when Roger asks me if I have anything to write for 

the September newsletter.  The President always has a few things to do for the club over the 

newsletter.  I had to sign some cheques and I installed the air conditioner in the clubhouse.  

Now it is time to think ahead for the coming season.  Because we are incorporated we have 

to follow new provincial laws.  This means that we have to change the by-laws to comply 

with the legislation.  The Society’s  fiscal year end is December 31.  We must have our an-

nual general meeting within 5 months of year end to approve the year’s financial statements and elect the board of 

directors.    One of the amendments we will have to make is to change our elections from November to May.  We will 

keep you informed about the coming changes. 

We hope that you all had a good summer.  At the coming meeting we would  like to hear some wild and interesting 

stories about your summer  rock hounding.  This year again we will have our silent auction at the September meet-

ing.  So if you have something to get rid, this might be an opportunity.  We hope to see you at the meeting. 
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COMING EVENTS FALL 2015 

September 19-20   "Wonders of the Earth" - The 46th Scarborough Gem & Mineral Club Show 

Event Hours: Saturday 10-6, Sunday 11-5. Don Montgomery Community Centre, 2467 Eglinton Avenue East, 

Scarborough Admission: adults $5, children $1  Contact: Gem & Mineral Club of Scarborough      

scarbgemclub@lycos.com Website: www.scarbgemclub.ca.  

October 2 - 4            Ancaster Gem, Mineral, Bead & Jewellery Show   Event Hours: Friday: 9:30 am to 5 pm, 

Saturday & Sunday: 10:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m. Location: Ancaster Fairgrounds, 630 Trinity Road, Ancaster, On-

tario L0R 1R0 (corner of Hwy. 52 & Hwy. 53)  Admission: $8.00, 2 Day Pass: $14.00, Under Age 12 Free, Free 

Parking A great experience for all ages!  Over 35 vendors. This show has it all, including seminars, demonstra-

tions and jewellery making classes.  Phone: 519-448-1236 or 1-800-360-2813                

Website: www.ancastergemshow.com Email:inquiry@ancastergemshow.com  

October 14      Rock, Gem, Mineral, Fossil, and Meteorite Identification Clinic at the ROM 

Royal Ontario Museum School Groups Lunchroom, President's Choice Entrance on Queen's Park,  doors near-

est Museum subway stop  Event Hours: 4 pm to 5:30 pm.  Contact: 416-586-5816  or naturalhistory@rom.on.ca 

Website: www.rom.on.ca/en/activities-programs/events-calendar/rock-gem-mineral-fossil-and-meteorite-

October 17- 18  46th Annual Gem Storm Show and sale sponsored by the Kingston Lapidary and Mineral Club 

Portsmouth Olympic Harbour, 53 Yonge St., Kingston, ON. Event Hours: Saturday 10 am - 6 pm; Sunday 10 

am - 5 pm. Features: Over 30 dealers; Children' mine, Jewellery Workshop Information: Contact Les Moss, 

Show Chairman atemoss@cogeco.ca  

November 12 - 23 Robert Hall Originals Open House "12 Days of Christmas" 

138 Sugar Maple Road, St. George, Ontario   Event Hours: Monday to Saturday 10 am to 5; Sunday: Closed 

pm  Canadian made pewter gifts & jewellery for Christmas gift giving. Experience Christmas shopping in a 

relaxed country setting! Rock'n Discounts of 20% to 40%! Free Coffee & Treats! Help us fill our "Chew 

Chew Train". With a New Toy or Food Bank donation receive a ballot for a chance to win one of 12 Local 

Holiday Gift Prizes! Website: www.roberthalloriginals.com Email: inquiry@roberthalloriginals.com  

ERIE PENNSYLVANIA: We recently visited a small gem show sponsored 

by the Gem City Rock and Mineral Society in Erie on a very hot and muggy 

Sunday in July. (glad our show is in the spring). While touring the show I 

met and spoke with one of the friendly vendors, Alfred Ostrander (right) a 

mineralogist from Pennsylvania who had collected many minerals that he 

had on display. After buying a few small calcites (30 cents premium on the 

US dollar) he presented me with a complimentary strontianite (fluoresces 

bright yellow) he had collected from the same location Winfield Pa. as the 

rather large specimen he holds in the photo.  

It was nice to see a few vendors who carried different items including a very large collection of sharks teeth and 

corals from Florida. Another dealer tried desperately to sell me some amazing crocoites from Tasmania($800-900 

US). These were some of finest specimens I have ever seen.               

As a bonus our hotel was across the street from a rock shop which of course we had to visit before we left Erie.  

October 23rd and 24th, 2015 (Friday and Saturday)The University of Waterloo invites you to their annual Gem 

& Mineral Show Time: Oct. 23rd Noon to 6 pm, Oct. 24th 10 am – 5 pm 

Location: University of Waterloo campus, Centre for Environmental & Information Technology (EIT) build-

ing Admission & Parking: Free admission and free parking in Lot C off of Seagram Dr. 

Website details: https://uwaterloo.ca/earth-sciences-museum/  

mailto:scarbgemclub@lycos.com
http://www.scarbgemclub.ca/
http://www.ancastergemshow.com/
mailto:inquiry@ancastergemshow.com
mailto:naturalhistory@rom.on.ca
http://www.rom.on.ca/en/activities-programs/events-calendar/rock-gem-mineral-fossil-and-meteorite-identification-clinic
mailto:emoss@cogeco.ca
http://www.roberthalloriginals.com/
mailto:inquiry@roberthalloriginals.com
https://uwaterloo.ca/earth-sciences-museum/
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CHELTENHAM BADLANDS—ALBERTA COMES TO ONTARIO 

After failing to find the badlands on a day trip last year we were 

successful in locating this unusual formation using the map in the 

’Road Roads of Ontario’ book that we recently purchased for the 

club and which I also obtained a copy for my own library.  

The site is now inaccessible by default as part of the local 

UNESCO World Biosphere Reserve to stop accelerated erosion. 

The area is fenced with no trespassing  signs and tow away signs 

on the roadway. I stopped and quickly took a few photos over the 

fence. The closure is indicated as temporary as a public consulta-

tion and master plan study is underway.  

The Cheltenham Badlands show deep gullies eroded into brightly 

coloured rocks of the Queenston Shale. All vegetation and soil has 

been stripped by erosion due to poor farming practices in the 

1900’s so that the area resembles the badlands of southern Al-

berta. 

Four hundred million years ago this area was once the edge of a 

tropical sea teaming with life. Muddy sediment carried by fast-

moving, iron-rich rivers built tidal flats like those of the modern Bay 

of Fundy. The Queenston shale is bright red due to the high iron con-

tent of the sediment. Iron becomes oxidized in the presence of water 

and air. The green stripes result where oxidation has not occurred.  

At Cheltenham, the badlands formation is due to overgrazing by live-

stock, which stripped the area of its protective vegetation cover. The 

topsoil and the shale beneath it, once exposed, eroded with astonish-

ing speed. The Badlands has been a favourite place of shooting televi-

sion ads. (reference Road Rocks of Ontario) 

GODERICH—MINING SALT ABANDONED BY A         

SILURIAN SEA 

Next time you put salt on your food (or glance at the road in win-

ter and the rust on your car caused by road salt) just pause for a 

second: those salt crystals on your plate or scattered on the road 

are actually 425 million years old and were mined right here in 

Ontario, some 500metres below Lake Huron. Salt formed in the 

Silurian period where what is now Ontario lay close to the equa-

tor in a warm tropical climate. At that time , a vast shallow sea 

filled the entire mid continent  (The Michigan Basin) with a nar-

row connection to the outside ocean. Tropical reefs grew in shal-

low water restricting the inflow of ocean water and with strong 

evaporation, promoted the formation of very saline waters called 

“brines”. Salt crystals formed in these brines and slowly 

dropped to the  seafloor like snowflakes building up thick depos-

its of “evaporates”. A distinct sequence of minerals accumulates 

on the seafloor as seawater slowly evaporates and becomes more 

salty. At salt concentrations twice those of normal seawater, cal-

cium carbonate comes out of solution, followed by gypsum at salt 

concentrations 5 times those of normal seawater. With further 

evaporation where salt concentrations rise to 12 times that of 

normal seawater, halite (sodium chloride) forms.  Lastly, at con-

centrations 60 times greater, the so-called “bittern miner-

als” (cont’d page 5)  

Salt Flowing into Laker 
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(Salt cont’d) mostly potassium and magnesium chlorides, are formed. Typically, carbonate and gypsum occur around the 

margins of the Michigan Basin where seawater was diluted by inflowing ocean waters, while halite and bittern minerals 

occurred in the middle of the basin where the brines were concentrated. These deposits are hundreds of metres thick with 

well-defined layers recoding ancient climate changes from wet to dry.  

Commercial salt operations began in Goderich in 1867 when an oil exploration well accidently hit highly saline water. 

Salt is now mined directly from large underground caverns at the Sifto Salt mine in Goderich that extends 5 kilometers 

out under the floor of Lake Huron. This salt, destined for our roads because it contains small amounts of gypsum and 

rock debris, is moved around by ships to various ports in Ontario. Pure salt is also extracted through a process whereby 

water is injected into deep wells which dissolves the salt rock to form salt-rich brine. These are pumped back to the sur-

face and evaporated to make refined table salt. (reference Road Rocks of Ontario) 

WHAT ARE MINERALOIDS?  
 A mineraloid is a naturally occurring, inorganic solid that does not exhibit crystallinity. It may have the outward 

appearance of a mineral, but it does not have the “ordered atomic structure” required to meet the definition of a 

mineral. Some mineraloids also lack the “definite chemical composition” required to be a mineral.  

To be considered a mineral, a material must meet the following five requirements:  

    1) naturally occurring 

    2) inorganic 

    3) solid 

    4) ordered atomic structure 

    5) definite chemical composition (can vary within a limited range)  

Minerals are “crystalline.” In other words, they have an ordered atomic structure. In contrast, mineraloids are 

“amorphous.” This means that their internal atomic structure is not ordered.  

Without the ordered atomic structure, mineraloids never produce well-formed crystals. They also do not exhibit 

the property of cleavage because they lack internal planes of weakness.  

Examples of Mineraloids 

There are a number of familiar materials that can be classified as mineraloids. For example, opal is an amorphous 

hydrated silica with a chemical composition of SiO2
.nH2O. The “n” in its formula indicates that the amount of wa-

ter is variable. Therefore, opal is a mineraloid.  

 

Obsidian and pumice are igneous rocks that solidified so rapidly from a melt that their atoms were unable to move 

into an ordered atomic structure. Instead, they rapidly formed a random network of atoms known as a “glass.” 

Obsidian and pumice are amorphous, and their compositions can vary dramatically from one location to another 

and from one volcanic eruption to the next. Obsidian and pumice are also mineraloids.  

 

Mineraloids from the Sky 

  

Tektites and moldavites are varieties of natural glass that formed from the impact of an asteroid or comet. These 

objects struck the earth at hypervelocity and the force of their impact produced a tremendous amount of heat en-

ergy. The explosion  that occurred upon impact flash-melted the target rock and produced a shower of molten ma-

terial over thousands to millions of square miles. The molten material's temperature dropped quickly as it flew 

through the air so quickly that the melts solidified without forming crystals.  

 

Libyan desert glass is a similar material thought to be caused by an impact in a sandy area. Fulgurite and the asso-

ciated material known as lechatelierite are produced when lightning strikes the earth in a sandy environment. 

These strikes instantly melt the sand, which then rapidly solidifies as amorphous silica. These materials are rapidly 

cooled glassy mineraloids. (cont’d next page) 

 

http://geology.com/gemstones/opal/
http://geology.com/rocks/pumice.shtml
http://geology.com/rocks/igneous-rocks.shtml
http://geology.com/meteorites/impactites.shtml
http://geology.com/gemstones/gems-from-space/
http://geology.com/meteorites/impactites.shtml
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Mineraloid-forming Environments 

 Most mineraloids form at the low temperatures and low pressures found at Earth’s surface and in shallow subsurface 

environments. Materials such as opal, psilomelane, chrysocolla, limonite, and a wide variety of supergene materials 

crystallize from gels or colloids in the shallow subsurface. Many of these materials will eventually transform into min-

erals with time, heat, or pressure. These low-temperature mineraloids often have a mammillary (smoothly rounded or 

hemispherical), botryoidal (grape-like clusters), pisolitic (pea-like clusters), or stalactitic (icicle-like) habit.  

Can Liquids Be Mineraloids? 
Water and mercury are often classified as mineraloids. They are the only two natural inorganic substances that have a 

definite chemical composition and are liquids at room temperature. They are also the only two liquids that crystallize 

into minerals within the range of temperatures and pressures encountered at Earth’s surface. Water crystallizes into 

the mineral “water ice” when cooled to 0 degrees C. Mercury crystallizes into solid mercury at -38.8 degrees C. Due to 

the fact that they crystallize into minerals, some mineralogists include water and mercury in the mineraloids group.  

 

Organic Mineraloids?  
If you read information about mineraloids written by a variety of authors, you will discover that some authors include 

organic materials, such as amber and jet, in their list of mineraloids. Some mineralogists agree with such classifica-

tions, but others feel this stretches the definition of a mineraloid too far.  

 

Amber is a fossil plant resin found in sediments and sedimentary rocks in many parts of the world. It is hard, brittle, 

translucent to transparent, and is often cut as a gemstone. It has the appearance of a mineral, but lacks an ordered 

internal structure and lacks a definite chemical composition. Furthermore, it is organic. It fails three of the five tests 

for being a mineral. Should it be called a “mineraloid”?  

 

Jet is a rare type of dark black coal. It has a smooth texture that accepts a bright polish, which is why it is often cut as 

agemstone. It has the outward appearance of a mineral but lacks a crystalline structure and a definite chemical com-

position. It is also organic. Should it be called a “mineraloid”? (reference geology.com) 

MINERAL OF THE MONTH—TIGEREYE and TIGER IRON 

Tiger's eye (also called Tigers eye or Tiger eye) is a chatoyant gemstone that is 

usually ametamorphic rock that is a golden to red-brown colour, with a silky 

luster. A member of the quartzgroup, it is a classic example 

of pseudomorphous replacement by silica of fibrous crocidolite (blue asbestos). 

The gems are usually cut en cabochon in order to best display their chatoyancy. 

Red stones are brought about through gentle heat treatment. Dark stones have 

had their colours improved and been artificially lightened using nitric 

acid treatments. 

Honey-colored stones have been used to imitate the much higher valued cat's eye chrysoberyl (cymophane), but the 

overall effect is unconvincing. Artificial fibre optic glass is a common imitation of tiger's eye, and is produced in a wide 

range of colours. Tiger's Eye comes primarily from South Africa and east Asia. 

Tiger iron is an altered rock composed chiefly of tiger's eye, red jasper and 

black hematite. The undulating, contrasting bands of colour and lustre make for an 

attractive motif, and it is mainly used for jewellery-making and ornamentation. Tiger 

iron is a popular ornamental material used in a variety of applications, from beads 

to knife hilts. 

Tiger iron is mined primarily in South Africa and Western Australia. Tiger's eye is 

composed chiefly of silicon dioxide(SiO2) and is coloured mainly by iron oxide. 

The specific gravity ranges from 2.64 -2.71 It is formed by the alteration of crocidolite.  (reference Wikipedia) 

http://geology.com/minerals/limonite.shtml
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1. Date: Friday, September 25th, 2015  Location: Beryl Pit (and possibly Rose Quartz Mine), 

Quadeville   PLUS new additional nearby roadcuts for red apatite & epidote kid-friendly  - 

Grenville Province (Proterozoic) pegmatite minerals  

This is a pay-to-collect site - current fee is $7 per person to enter the Beryl Pit. The Rose 

Quartz Mine also has an entry fee + fees for rose quartz “collected” (by weight). The Rose 

Quartz Mine is by appointment only. Both the Beryl Pit and Rose Quartz Mine visits can be arranged independ-

ently if the above date doesn’t suit, please contact the owners: Dave & Renée Patterson. (Niagara Club spon-

sored) 

2. Date to be confirmed: probably Saturday, September 26th, 2015 (Jim Glen, Trip Leader)  

Location: Nelson Aggregates (Lincoln) Quarry, Beamsville CCFMS trip  -(Niagara Escarpment) minerals and 

fossils  

Working quarry & strict rules - you will sign/report in - as well as out - at the quarry gate with the Trip Leader. 

There will also be a safety talk; and you will require full safety gear.  

3. Date to be confirmed: probably Saturday, October 17, 2015  

Location: Bowmanville Quarry (St Mary’s Cement), Bowmanville CCFMS trip  - Late Ordovician fossils  

Working quarry & strict rules - you will sign/report in - as well as out - at the quarry gate with the Trip Leader. 

There will also be a safety talk; and you will require full safety gear.  

FIELD TRIPS 2015 

BIGGS JASPER (Golden Spike News - 6/01 via Rock Rattler & Glacial Drifter) 

Biggs jasper is one of the more recently discovered picture rock materials. The first piece was found about 1960 in 

a creek bottom south of Biggs Junction, Or. It is one of the more distinctive jaspers even though it lacks brilliant 

colors, its design is unique among siliceous rocks. It takes an excellent polish. 

Biggs jasper seems to have developed from the muds of short-lived streams that evolved on the surface of a cooled 

basalt terrain. The raw materials (plastic colloids, silica, clay and iron came from the weathering of recent igneous 

rocks and were deposited in the settling basins of stream channels. Heat and pressure from volcanic activity that 

served to form jasper, small creeping motions led to the marbled rosettes and picture designs. 

Biggs jasper is sandwiched between two basalt lava flows that cover Oregon, Washington and parts of Idaho. That 

plants and animals inhabited the newly formed water courses is shown by the fossil fish found in the area. 

SANDING TURQUOISE   from Lapidary Journal – 10/01 

Some turquoise has a tendency to glaze over during sanding. To prevent this, place your turquoise cabs in a shal-

low dish of water for a while before sanding, then use more water when sanding. Keep it very cool.  

HOW TO WORK AMBER 
by Frank Monahan (Puget Sounder – 8/01, Rock Rollers – 10/99, Delvings – 8/98) 

1. Use wet/dry sandpaper. Always sand amber wet. Start with 100 grit, take off all outer coating. 

2. Dip in water, then hold against strong light to locate insects. 

3. Shape and/or round corners with metal file. 

4. Using 200 grit sandpaper, sand until all deep scratches from 100 grit are gone. 

5. Finish sanding with 600 grit. Use circular motion to prevent long scratches. 

6. Let piece dry. Examine your finish carefully to see if you missed any bad spots. Remove bad spots before pro-

ceeding. 

7. Put regular toothpaste on wet wash cloth. Make a paste and rub amber to polish. (Gel type toothpaste isn’t 

abrasive enough). 
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Mailing address: 1 Sherwood Drive, Brantford, Ont. N3T 1N3     Website: www.brantfordlapidarymineral.ca 

THE TELEPHONE  CITY CRYSTAL 
YOUR (2015) EXECUTIVE:   

N.B. Our workshop is open on 

Wednesday afternoons from 1:00 

to 4:00 PM.   

The 2015 Lapidary Workshop 

Chairperson is Robert Whiting  

905-627-1082 or 

mail:whiting1082@gmail.com.      

Note: No Wed. evening class. 

PRESIDENT: JOHN MOONS                  519-752-9756                  campbell.moons@silomail.com 

VICE PRESIDENT:  BOB PARRY   519-448-1236   robert@roberthalloriginals.com 

TREASURER: BETTY PARRY   519-448-1236   betty@roberthalloriginals.com 

SECRETARY: JOAN CAMPBELL   519-752-9756                  campbell.moons@silomail.com  

SHOW CHAIR 2014-15: KIM LEBLANC  519-442-7372  marcell@execulink.com 

SHOW CHAIR 2016: NATHAN ETHERINGTON 519-442-3777  nellyknitter@gmail.com 

NEWSLETTER EDITOR:  ROGER CAMPBELL 519-442-6542  roger.camp@sympatico.ca 

SOCIAL: CARRIE GAGE    519-758-8426  darren_gage@hotmail.com 

PROGRAM:   Vacant     

FIELD TRIPS: K. LAHAY    519-725-4678  kllahay@rogers.com 

CCFMS REP.: BABS KISIEL-PENNELL   519-751-3247  basia10p@hotmail.com    

LIBRARIAN: ROGER CAMPBELL   519-442-6542  roger.camp@sympatico.ca 

WORKSHOP CHAIR PERSON : ROBERT WHITING 905-627-1082  whiting1082@gmail.com 

BUILDING WORKSHOP ADMIN.: TERRY FRIZZELL 

Hidden Treasure 

Cubic Zirconia or Diamonds...how can you tell? 

 

CZ (cubic zirconia) doesn’t have the sharp edges of a diamond. 

A line drawn on a sheet of paper is visible through a diamond. 

CZ will be transparent if dropped in water; a diamond will remain 

visible. 

Take it to a Jeweler! 

 

from Roc-Tok 2(97 via The Rock Prattle, 5/00 via Rock Rattler 6/00 

http://www.brantfordlapidarymineral.ca/

